
play dungeonteller

10

steal about ten dice from other games
you have around the house

print out the six hero sheets, front and back

force the oldest person to be the game master

everyone else picks a hero

the game master makes up where the story starts and describes what the heroes can see, 
and what other characters are around

the first player to the right tells the game master what their hero wants to do

the player chooses 2 lucky numbers from 1 to 6

find the action word that most closely matches what your hero is trying to do

roll that many dice

if any lucky numbers come up, then your hero did what you wanted

the next player takes a turn and decides what her hero wants to do and rolls dice

when it’s the game master’s turn again, any other characters that are part of the 
story get to try something and he rolls dice for them the same way as for heroes

when bad things happen, or when you try a cool power, your hero might lose Luck

you start with ten Luck

you can‘t roll more dice than your hero’s Luck right now

if your hero reaches zero Luck, she falls over and you have to sit out the rest of the scene
and she might get captured or robbed or eaten unless your friends help out

you get all your Luck back between scenes

at the end of each game, your hero gets one Luck point

Sneak 5

11



Can create mystical runes
Can change to stonedwarf

Battle 3
Magic 0

Make 4
Muscle 4

Notice 2

Resist 6
Shoot 2

Sneak 1

Stunt 1

Talk 1

Hearth Rune: 
Make a rune of power that warms you and your friends and 
makes light.

Battle Cry: Your shout makes your friends fight harder. 
You and your friends get 3 extra Battle dice next turn. Costs 2 Luck.

Stoneform: 
Turn to stone for a short time, giving you Armor 7. 
Costs 2 Luck.

Earthshake: Make the ground shake under a distant foe.
Roll your Battle dice after subtracting your foe’s Stunt dice. For each 
success, your foe loses 1 Luck. Costs 2 Luck.

Sentinel Rune:
Make a rune of power that warns you when someone 
passes it.

+4 with sledgehammer

2

LUCK ARMOR

10

2

2

+2 to find hidden doors

+2 with crossbow

H

S

+ 4  Battle

2

Dwarfs have tough
hides! +2 Armor.



dwarf
Dwarfs are short, tough crea-
tures who dig deep under the 
earth in search of gold and jewels.
They are good at fixing and tinker-
ing with machines and gadgets. 
They tend to be bad-tempered, 
supicious, and impatient, but brave 
and loyal to their friends.
All dwarfs can draw the mysteri-
ous symbols called runes to tap 
the powers of the earth. Born of 
the earth, dwarfs can turn them-
selves to solid stone at a 
moment’s notice to protect them-
selves from harm.
The many dwarf clans are often at 
war with goblins, bogles, delves, 
and other underground monsters. 
They are on friendly terms with 
humans. They have trouble taking 
elves seriously and get along with 
them poorly.
Dwarfs can see well in bright and 
dim light, but have a –2 to Notice 
rolls in darkness.

gear

sledgehammer: Adds 4 
Muscle dice to your 
Battle rolls.

iron spikes: these are 
useful for jamming 
doors open or shut, 
and to aid in climbing.

light crossbow: Adds 2 
Notice dice to your 
Shoot rolls.

lock and key: can be 
used to secure a door, 
gate, or chain.

everbreathing potion: 
allows you to breathe 
anywhere, even under 
water or in smoke or 
poison gas.

Climb
Dodge
Jump
Pin
Swim

Battle Cry
Earthshake
Hearth Rune
Lava Rune
Lock Rune
Power Rune
Stoneform
Sentinel Rune
Trap Rune

powers

11

12 +

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

10

+

+

+

+

power-ups

+1 action die

add a new one after 
finishing a challenging 
adventure

my notes

my gear



Shoots arrows
Shakes off magic spells
Can turn an animal into a petelf

+2 to find magic

+4 in the forest

even with animals

Battle 2

Magic 3
Make 1

Muscle 1

Notice 4
Resist 5
Shoot 6

Sneak 2

Stunt 4
Talk 3

Cloak: Helps you hide.
Add your Magic Dice to your Sneak dice as long 
as you don’t move or take another action.

Rapid Fire: Shoot two arrows.
Split your Shoot dice between two targets.

Starlight: Be a light in the darkness.
Create dim light around you for 6 paces.

Trance: Put someone to sleep.
One or more successes on a Magic roll puts your 
target to sleep. Target can Resist. Costs 2 Luck.

Tame Animal: Make a pet.
Use your Talk dice to make an ordinary 
animal your pet. Costs 1 Luck.

ZZZ

2

+1 with elven knife

+3 with elven bow

0

LUCK ARMOR

10

1

2

+3 Shoot

+1 Battle



elf
Elves are a shy magical folk who 
dwell in hidden towns within the 
forest. They have good vision and 
hearing and can often tell when 
there’s magic nearby. Elves’ magic 
comes to them naturally, without 
having to study it like wizards do.
Elves see themselves as guardians 
of living plants and animals. They 
never harm ordinary animals but 
fight fiercely against evil monsters 
like orcs and trolls.
Elves are not interested in gold 
but love beautifully made things, 
especially magical jewelry and 
clothing. They are willing to work 
with other heroes for a good 
cause, even with dwarfs, who they 
find humorless and grouchy.

gear

elven bow: adds 3 
Notice dice to your 
Shoot rolls.

elven knife: adds 1 
Muscle die to your 
Battle rolls.

Climb
Dodge
Jump
Pin
Swim

Bear Shape
Briar Patch
Bullseye
Cloak
Rapid Fire
Starlight
Tame Animal
Trance
Wolf Shape

powers

11

12 +

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

10

+

+

+

+

power-ups

+1 action die

add a new one after 
finishing a challenging 
adventure

my notes

my gear

add one at the end of 
each game

pet fox: adds 1 die to 
your Battle, Notice, 
and Sneak rolls. 



Resists magic
Can heal and help others
Can sense enemies.paladin

Battle 4
Magic 0

Make 1

Muscle 4
Notice 2

Resist 5
Shoot 0

Sneak 1

Stunt 2

Talk 4

Drive Away Undead: 
Roll your Resist dice. For each success, you keep one undead 
monster from attacking you next turn. Costs 2 Luck.

Fist of Justice: hit an enemy with a ghostly fist 
Choose any enemy you can see. Roll your Resist dice. Each success 
removes one Luck from your enemy. Costs 1 Luck.

Hand of Healing: 
Touch one friend and give them up to five of 
your own Luck points.

Sense Malice: Know when enemies are near
Roll your Resist dice to find out if there are enemies nearby. 
Costs 1 Luck.

Inspire: Encourage a friend.
During your turn, give your Talk dice to a friend to 
add to their next action roll.

+2 with mace

5

LUCK ARMOR

10

1

2

1



paladin
Paladins are knights who have 
promised to protect the kingdom 
against evil. They follow strict 
orders to defend the weak, be 
brave in the face of danger, and 
punish the wicked. In return, they 
get mystical powers to sense evil 
creatures and to inspire and heal 
their friends.
Trained from childhood, paladins 
pass through three steps on the 
way to becoming knights: the page, 
who does chores for the knights; 
the squire, who learns to fight and 
to follow the rules of paladin life, 
and the knight errant, who looks 
for adventures that will prove her 
courage and strength in order to 
become a full knight.

gear

light plate armor –4: 
takes away 4 dice from 
your foes’ Battle and 
Shoot rolls.

shield –1: takes away 1 
die from your foes’ 
Battle and Shoot rolls.

mace: adds 2 Muscle 
die to your Battle rolls.

Climb
Dodge
Jump
Pin
Swim

Antidote
Drive Away Undead
Firewalk
Fist of Justice
Guard Circle
Hand of Healing
Healing Circle
Inspire
Restore
Sense Malice

powers

11

12 +

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

10

+

+

+

+

power-ups

+1 action die

add a new one after 
finishing a challenging 
adventure

my notes

my gear

add one at the end of 
each game



Can sneak around.
Can do stunts.rogue

Battle 2

Magic 1

Make 3
Muscle 2

Notice 3
Resist 2

Shoot 3
Sneak 5
Stunt 6

Talk 4

Voice Trick: Make your voice come from somewhere else.
Roll your Talk dice. If you succeed, you can disguise your voice and choose 
to make it seem like it’s coming from somewhere else. Costs 2 Luck.

Ambush!: Make a surprise attack.
Make a Sneak roll against one enemy. If you succeed, you can make a 
Battle roll at the same enemy with +8 dice.

Escape: Wriggle out of a tight spot.
If you are held by ropes, handcuffs, spider webs, or have been grabbed, 
you can escape instantly and still do another action. Costs 3 Luck. 

Appraise: Find out how much a treasure is worth.
Choose a treasure item. Roll your Notice dice. If you succeed, you will 
know how much it’s worth in gold coins. No retries allowed.

Strike Back: make a Battle roll after you dodge someone.
After dodging a foe, you can make an extra Battle roll against them imme-
diately. Costs 1 Luck.

0

LUCK ARMOR

10

2

+2 to stop traps and open locks

+2 to find a trap

3

1

?

+1 with dagger

+1 with hand crossbow



rogue
Rogues are experts at sneaking, 
climbing, and performing danger-
ous stunts. They can creep around 
without being noticed, wriggle out 
of tight spots, and even throw 
their voice to confuse their foes. 
Rogues can tell how much a 
treasure is worth, and can even do 
a little magic! 

gear

Climb
Dodge
Jump
Pin
Swim

Ambush!
Appraise
Beguile
Escape
Master of Daggers
Secret Message
Snipe
Soft Landing
Strike Back
Voice Trick

powers

11

12 +

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

10

+

+

+

+

power-ups

+1 action die

add a new one after 
finishing a challenging 
adventure

my notes

my gear

add one at the end of 
each game

Battle and Shoot rolls.

hand crossbow: adds 1 
Notice die to your 
Shoot dice.

rope: adds 2 dice to 
Stunt rolls when 
climbing. 

dagger: adds 1 Muscle 
die to your Battle rolls



Expert battler, good shooter
Lots of muscle.
Wears armor.warrior

Battle 5
Magic 0

Make 1

Muscle 5
Notice 2

Resist 2

Shoot 4
Sneak 1

Stunt 3
Talk 1

Assault!: Your first Battle roll is doubled.
On your first Battle roll in an action scene, you 
double your Battle dice.

Feat of Strength: Double your Muscle.
Double your Muscle dice for one roll. 
Costs 1 Luck.

Knockback: Push someone back.
Roll your Muscle dice and push an enemy 
back one pace for each success.

Sweep: Battle two enemies at once.
Split your Battle dice between two enemies.

Parry: Block an attack.
Save one or more Battle dice to spend on blocking 
enemy Battle successes against you.

+4 with falchion

4

LUCK ARMOR

10

1

+2 with shortbow



Expert battler, good shooter
Lots of muscle.
Wears armor.warrior

Battle 5
Magic 0

Make 1

Muscle 5
Notice 2

Resist 2

Shoot 4
Sneak 1

Stunt 3
Talk 1

Assault!: Your first Battle roll is doubled.
On your first Battle roll in an action scene, you 
double your Battle dice.

Feat of Strength: Double your Muscle.
Double your Muscle dice for one roll. 
Costs 1 Luck.

Knockback: Push someone back.
Roll your Muscle dice and push an enemy 
back one pace for each success.

Sweep: Battle two enemies at once.
Split your Battle dice between two enemies.

Parry: Block an attack.
Save one or more Battle dice to spend on blocking 
enemy Battle successes against you.

+4 with falchion

4

LUCK ARMOR

10

1

+2 with shortbow

warrior
Warriors are expert battlers. 
They wear armor, and carry a 
large sword called a falchion and a 
shield.
Warriors are trained to use all 
weapons skillfully. They can parry 
enemy attacks, strike more than 
one foe at once, and knock an 
enemy back. They can also use 
their muscle to perform incredible 
feats of strength beyond that of 
other heroes.

gear

falchion: adds 4 Muscle 
dice to your Battle 
rolls.

scale armor –3: takes 
away 3 dice from your 
foes’ Battle and Shoot 
rolls.

Climb
Dodge
Jump
Pin
Swim

Assault!
Feat of Strength
Knockback
Master of...
Master of...
Master of...
Parry
Spring Attack
Sweep
Two Weapons

powers

11

12 +

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

10

+

+

+

+

power-ups

+1 action die

add a new one after 
finishing a challenging 
adventure

my notes

my gear

add one at the end of 
each game

Battle and Shoot rolls.

shortbow: adds 2 
Notice dice to your 
Shoot rolls.

shield –1: takes away 1 
die from your foes’ 
Battle and Shoot rolls.



Fizzle: Block enemy magic.
Subtract your Magic dice from an enemy’s Magic roll (but 
your enemy always rolls at least 1 die). Costs 1 Luck.

Casts magic spells
Can use magic wands and other 
magic treasureswizard

Battle 1

Magic 6
Make 2

Muscle 1

Notice 2

Resist 3
Shoot 0

Sneak 1

Stunt 1

Talk 3

Float: Hover above the ground.
Roll your Magic dice and hover just above the ground for 
one round for each success you roll. Costs 3 Luck.

Ice Sheet: Make a slippery ice sheet.
Roll your Magic dice and make one small ice patch 
for every success you roll. Costs 3 Luck.

Zap: Hit someone with a magic ray.
Roll your Magic dice. For each success, your target 
loses one Luck. Goes through Armor, Costs 1 Luck.

Mistform: Turn yourself into mist.
Roll your Magic dice. For each success, you spend 
one turn as a cloud of mist. Costs 3 Luck.

0

LUCK ARMOR

+1 with wand

10

1

3

3

3

1



wizard
Wizards learn to cast magic 
spells after years of practice and 
study. Most wizards start as an 
apprentice to a master wizard for 
seven years. As payment, the 
young wizard gets a wand and a 
few spells before being sent out to 
finish training alone.
Wizards are weak battlers but can 
choose from a much longer list of 
powers than any other hero!

gear

wand: adds 1 die to 
your Magic rolls

Climb
Dodge
Jump
Pin
Swim

Call Vermin
Chilling Mist
Corrosion
Create Hippogriff
Eye
Fear
Fire Patch
Fizzle
Float
Fog Cloud
Ice Patch
Invisibility
Mistform
Phantom
Poison Cloud
Raise Skeleton
Raise Zombie
Summon Orc
Summon Familiar
Summon Greater Familiar
Turn to Stone
Undo Magic
Zap

powers

11

12 +

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

10

+

+

+

+

power-ups

+1 action die

add a new one after finishing a 
challenging adventuremy notes

my gear

add one at the end of 
each game

Battle and Shoot rolls.

dagger: adds 1 Muscle 
die to your Battle rolls



12 +2
spear

13
+3

longsword

2
6

+6great sword

1

2

+2

hand axe

1

2

+2

short sword

15
+4

falchion

1
2

+2mace

2
5

+5

grea
t axe

2
4

+4
war hammer

1
1

+1dagger

battle weapons



shoot weapons

2
4

+2
shortbow

2
8

+4heavy crossbow

2
6

+2light crossbow 15 +1

hand crossbow

free quiver of
arrows or bolts
with every sale!

27 +3

longbow

bolt

bolt

bolt

string winder

trigger

11 +1

javelin



8 –3

scale armor

15 –2

mail arm
or

30 –4

light plate 

armor
2 –1

leather armor

1 –1

shield



flint

steel
tinder

1

firestarter

roll 1 Make 

success to 

start a
 fire

2

oil lantern

+2 Notice in dim light, +4 in dark

1

food pack

lose 2 Luck 

each day 

without it!

1

6 torches

+2 Notice in 

dim or dark 

places

2

50 feet of rope

+2 Stunt while
climbing

1

6 iron spikes

for keeping 

doors open 

or shut

1

oil flask

keeps a 
lantern lit 
for 6 hours

2

lock and key

3 or more 

Make rolls 

to pick!

adventure gear


